
Couples Chic Retreat
Meridian Port Douglas is a contemporary boutique resort that 
offers 33 luxury 4½ star apartments for couples in a selection of self 
catered Studios and One Bedroom Apartments. 

Meridian is ideal for couples requiring a peaceful and relaxing 
getaway and is suitable only for mature guests over 16 years of age.

The resorts central feature is the heated lagoon style pool with a 
sun deck, large BBQ area and 8 guest Jacuzzi all set amongst lush 
tropical gardens.

Indulge in the added luxury of heated Jaczuzzis on private balconies 
or in secluded courtyards. Direct pool access from timber decks 
adds to the tropical ambience.

Resort Features
Heated lagoon pool

8 person Jacuzzi

Large BBQ area

Free wireless internet

Undercover security parking

Elevator servicing all floors

Personalised onsite management

Tour Desk

Suitable only for mature guests over 16 years of age

Meridian is a true haven for couples wanting to escape, in the 
heart of vibrant Port Douglas.Couples Chic Retreat

www.portdouglasmeridian.com

Contemporary Apartments
Meridian reveals a superb new renovation, complete with new 
furnishings and fresh interiors all with a tropical twist.

One Bedroom Premier 
Apartments

King bed or 2 king singles

Fully self-contained kitchen with 
tea and coffee facilities, dishwasher, 
large fridge and stainless steel 
appliances
Air conditioned plus ceiling fans

Bathroom equipped with shower

Studio Superior
King bed or 2 king singles

All features of a Studio Premier

Direct pool access to the lagoon 
pool from your private deck or
Jacuzzi/Hot Tub in your private 
courtyard

One Bedroom Superior
Apartments

King bed

All features of a Premier 
Apartment
Direct access to the pool from 
private deck or
Jacuzzi/Hot Tub on your spacious 
private balcony

Studio Premier
Queen bed

Air conditioned plus ceiling fans

Kitchenette with tea and coffee 
facilities
32” flat screen TV’s including cable

Bathroom equipped with bath 
and shower
Laundry facilities available to 
share
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Port Douglas is the ideal base to explore the natural wonders
of the Great Barrier Reef whether it is diving, snorkelling, sailing 
or fishing. Take a day trip and discover the World Heritage 
Daintree Rainforest.

15-17 Davidson Street
Port Douglas

Queensland 4877

Phone: +61 (0)7 4084 2400
Email: info@portdouglasmeridian.com

www.portdouglasmeridian.com
Travel Agent GDS code: GZ

Location is Everything

Meridian is perfectly located within walking distance to the 
heart of Port Douglas village.

Four Mile Beach is only 200 metres, the cosmopolitan 
restaurant strip of Macrossan Street is only 100 metres and the 
Marina, for daily departures to the Great Barrier Reef, is located 
just 400 metres away.

Meridian is a true haven for couples wanting to escape, in the 
heart of vibrant Port Douglas.
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